
GENERATION 

Generation Pi, according to South African Born Britain-based 

artist and scientist, Jonty Hurwitz, is a generation defined by 

sophisticated algorithms that surround us at all point of our 

lives. Math influences and controls everything around us, 

specifically these algorithms, which are computational 

equations that decide and work out a number of different 

problems. They are embedded within our culture practically 

under or noses. Their grip tightens with every transaction 

that is completed, ossifying and calcifying until they are 

completely submerged within society. 

A good example of one that is widely used is Netflix’s 

Pragmatic Chaos algorithm, which suggests the next film for 

you to watch. Amazon also have an algorithm that suggests 

books, clothes and other items that are similar to your recent 

purchases and this is just the tip of the iceberg of our existence 

in conjunction with these hidden deciders. Hurwitz insists 

that we are a generation represented by a series of data that 

is left behind us where ever we go that forms an extension of 

our consciousness through something called the Meta Ego, 

which essentially is your online presence.

Hurwitz proposes that the largest evolutionary step was 

roughly around 200,000 years ago when our predecessors 

picked up a piece of chalk and drew on the cave wall in which 

they dwelled.  This was the spark of a new era of development 

and evolution of the consciousness, which is now represented 

in every thing around us. In 2013, Hurwitz offers a notion that 

there hasn’t been a more relevant moment in art as now, 

‘within the last ten years, we are at that point again. I think we 

are at the moment of the Meta Ego.’ Wherever we are on this 

planet there is always a trail left behind us. This digital 

footprint is a giant pool of Meta information in the cloud that 

represents in a ‘fundamental way, who we are.’ 

Even something as benign as leaving your house to get a 

coffee, you are picked up on CCTV cameras; the recordings 

are saved and kept somewhere unbeknown to you. When you 

pay for your coffee with a bank card that information is sent 

to the bank and is stored on a system that you have no access 

to. Even when you send an SMS off you phone on the walk 

back home, ‘all that data is being shared somewhere else,’ 

explained Hurwitz. All these droplet information blobs within 

the sea of cyberspace are currently creating a pseudo-

personality, or at least a personality that is outlined with all 

your information.  

These ideas are embodied in his artwork. A series of sculptures 

went viral on the 22nd of January 2013 through the visual 

arts blog thisiscollosal.com. The images depicted a series of 

anamorphic sculptures, from afar they look like surreal hunks 

of metal but when reflected in a cylindrical mirrored post, 

their true form is revealed. Like illustrations to a story, these 

artworks are intended as products of the Generation Pi era, a 

call to arms if you will. 

Using 3d scanning Jonty captures his subject in ‘microns of 

detail; the pores, the wrinkles’ he then uses digital sculpting 

through something called digital clay. This is where you have 

your design in a 3D model in clay, ‘you can work with it in that 

way,’ he explained, ‘the beautiful nature of sculpting: a hand 

position or a pose or an expression on a face.’ After capturing 

and sculpting, the mathematical aspect comes into play. This 

is where he uses animation tools to apply distortion to the 

anamorphic pieces and slicing to the perspective pieces. The 

perspective artworks are amazing to witness. What first looks 

like a series of fragmented images; when looking from a 

straight perspective, a straight view, they all align and reveal 

a whole image.

The significance of the animation tools is the ease in which 

you can make 2D objects 3D and vice-versa. The 3D surreal 

sculpture, when reflected in the mirror post is reflected as a 

whole 2D image of the correct representation of the subject. 

The extent of the technological advancements that go into 

the work is what sets it apart from the rest of the art world. 

WELCOME TO THE CENTREFOLD OF OSCILLATOR. THIS IS AN INTERVIEW 

WITH THE ARTISTJONTY HURWITZ. JONTY’S ANAMORPHIC SCULPTURES 

WENT VIRAL WITHIN MINUTES. I SIMPLY HAD TO FIND OUT THE SECRET 

TO THIS INTROSPECTIVE AND ASTONISHING WORK. THIS LED ME TO 

SOMETHING ELSE ENITIRELY...

‘THE BEAUTIFUL NATURE OF SCULPTING: 
A HAND POSITION OR A POSE OR AN 
EXPRESSION ON A FACE.’
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There are three pieces of artwork that stand out in Jonty’s 

collection. These three champion the idea that the human 

brain has limited processing power ‘we look at these 

objects and our brain doesn’t have the capability to do the 

transformation required to make sense of the information,’ 

explained Jonty. Rejuvenation is the piece that has been 

credited the most and also the piece that embodies the 

idea of Generation Pi and the Meta Ego the most efficiently. 

It was, according to Jonty, inspired by a ‘dear friend’ who 

was hugely successful in the world of telecoms that 

committed the next phase of his life to helping the cause 

for the human genome research, which in layman’s terms is 

the research into expanding the life spans of our curious 

species. He illuminated that the hand in rejuvenation is to 

some extent about the researchers and scientists taking an 

‘illusive data set of the human genome and desperately 

trying to make sense of this information that is at our 

fingertips, to find the anamorphic point where we tweak 

that gene or that aspect of the immune system and 

suddenly our cells stop dying and perishing.’ 

The other two pieces refer to different facets of Generation 

Pi. Yogi banker for example is inspired by the economic 

collapse of recent times and the ‘convergence of seemingly 

random data into probabilistic algorithms,’ expressed 

Hurwitz. These convergences are surveyed for risk engines 

of both harmless processes like dating sites to the more 

sinister ones such as those that propagate the stock market 

in Wall Street. As well as being an artist and a scientist, 

Jonty is also the co-founder of Wonga.com. He explained 

his importance of being part of that algorithm, making 

judgment calls in a ‘millisecond’ on the financial state of 

the person in question as well as highlighting that people 

need to understand what happens in the background. For 

example, using your debit or credit card to make a 

transaction brings up a series of ulterior motives that the 

said person is not aware of,  ‘can this generation pyre make 

this transaction now?’ asked Hurwitz. These under-the-

skin processes look at fraud and probability and take into 

account the recent transactions you have made. What 

other information does Visa hold about your finances? All 

of this is being considered to make a probabilistic decision, 

as Jonty described, ‘whether or not you’re allowed to buy 

that jumper at gap.’ 

On the other hand, there is Kiss of Chytrid, which is mimetic 

of the loss of nature within the parameters of Generation 

Pi. In the talk I attended at the Kinetica Art Fair, a gentleman 

asked the question: When you die does your Meta Ego live 

‘IT IS A CONVERGENCE OF SPIRITUAL AND PHYSICAL, THE 
YOGI’S HAVE KNOWN FOR MILLENNIA THAT WE EXIST WAY 
BEYOND THE PHYSICAL AND SUDDENLY THE REALITY IS 
WE DO EXIST WAY BEYOND OURSELVES, ON HARD DRIVES 
AROUND THE WORLD.’ 

 KISS OF CHYTRID
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Jonty claims he owes it all to the ‘engineering journey, finding 

these amazing technologies.’ Technologies such as CNC 

machines, 3D printing or even specialist manufactures ‘who 

make perfect mirrors for instance.’  He added that he wasn’t 

‘shy of standing on the shoulders of giants’ giving credit 

to the ‘ingenuity of teams of amazing people who have 

spent lifetimes honing skill sets.’ 
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on and represent you? This was an important point to raise, 

what happens to our data once we die? Obviously if you have 

ground breaking accomplishes in your life then the will be 

recorded within the books of history, but what about those of 

us who are deemed normal members of society, with mediocre 

accomplishes but reams of data nonetheless? For example 

Facebook have a policy where they are entitled to keep any 

data that is put on their site, so when someone dies this data 

hypothetically is filed and kept somewhere out of reach, like a 

photograph album kept in a secret place. In digression this 

was a fantastic question and Jonty explained that this was 

linked with Kiss of Chytrid.

Chytrid is a disease that is virulent within the world at the 

moment and is killing amphibians on a humongous scale. The 

concept behind the sculpture is the apocalyptic vision of the 

extinction of the frog, ‘all that remains is this data that us as 

humanity has collected on frogs and so the data presented is 

almost a perfect replica of a frog,’ he continued ‘when this 

gets converged into a reflection it becomes a 

memory of a Meta Ego of what a frog is.’ 

When or if the frog is annihilated the data 

that we have collected over the years will be 

all that we have left, all that will be left will be 

its Meta Ego.

He uses the analogy of the yogi and the 

expanding of our consciousness though 

meditation as a way to explain the Meta Ego, 

‘It is a convergence of spiritual and physical, 

the yogi’s have known for millennia that we 

exist way beyond the physical and suddenly 

the reality is we do exist way beyond 

ourselves, on hard drives around the world.’ The most 

efficient way to explain the expansion of our consciousness 

through our Meta Ego - which resides on the Internet - is to 

compare the different sizes of storage, data and processing 

power. The Internet itself is one quintillion bytes, which is an 

Exabyte, in real terms that is 36, 000 years of HD-TV video. 

The fastest supercomputer in the world (K computer, Fujitsu) 

is thirty quadrillion bytes and its processing speed is 8.2 

billion megaflops (million operations persecond). 

This in comparison with the human brain is quite 

disturbing frankly, the human brain is only 3.5 quadrillion 

bytes and 2.2 billion megaflops in comparison with the

K computer. These figures prove that we have created

a machine that is both superior in data size and 

processing power.

It is this phantasmal horror of computers taking over 

humanity that has informed and influenced many directors 

and films; you only have to look past the end of your nose for 

an example (The Matrix, Terminator) and that fear is ever 

present. This is a fear that Jonty also shares but insists that 

we think of both mind and machine as parallel. What he 

presents is that we live alongside machines  ‘we’re waiting 

for the day when machines overtake humans. The way I’m 

looking at it is we’re in a pre-cyborg time, there is an 

evolution of a symbiotic relationship between machines 

and humans where the processing power doesn’t 

necessarily develop consciousness.’   

On the 27th of February of this year, Intel (iq) composed an 

interview with Jason Silva, considered ‘A Timothy Leary for 

the Viral Video Age’ he too acknowledges the fear we have of 

becoming consumed by the technology that makes us post-

human or what he calls ‘our cyborg future.’ In the interview 

he explains that we have always used tools to extend 

ourselves, ‘we have always been cyborgs. From the first time 

we used a stick that we found on the floor to extend the reach 

of our arm to reach a fruit [on] a high tree, we’ve been using 

tools to extend our sphere of possibility,’ explained Silva,  this 

coincides with what Jonty is talking about. All the roads lead 

to the same place; we are speeding up our evolution

through the creation of technology that is life expanding 

and life changing. Another fear that is instilled in the human 

condition is that of Orwellian censorship and monitoring, in 

other words Big Brother. It seemed that if Generation Pi was 

dependent on the internet to form our Meta Ego’s then it 

would be all to easy for someone to monitor our internet 

usage and this is a visible implementation. You only have to 

look at your interests on the Internet to suspiciously find 

them on the next dodgy page you come across in the form of 

advertisements (how else would they know that I am an Aston 

Villa fan?) Jonty however feels that the idea of a singular 

monitoring system as ludicrous.

His view consists of governments losing control over internet 

usage, ‘everyone’s got their own systems and passwords and 

so your Meta Ego remains a fragmented thing, and every 

institution only has a part of it and therefore 

only have limited access to probability 

because they don’t have all of you. So this 

concept of ‘they’ doesn’t exist. There’s no 

‘they’ there are lots of little ‘they’s’ who all 

have access to aspects. There isn’t some 

giant Big Brother that has access to all of it, 

that may come in time and one hopes that 

humanities found a peace within itself to 

ensure that when that happens its for the 

good,’ he explained. He concluded that the 

government’s of the world are losing grip, in 

terms of processing power, he compares this 

to the power of Amazon and their stronger 

grip on cyberspace something he labels the 

‘disintermediation of giant institutions’ but 

backtracks on himself reiterating that this is 

‘set against the backdrop of giant organisations 

who have access to money and money equals 

processing power and processing 

equals increased probability in algorithms 

and increased probability means more 

access to you.’

YOGI BANKER
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‘I AM NOT 
SHY OF 
STANDING
ON THE
SHOULDERS 
OF GIANTS.’
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